
3.

4.

//.

//. Why this is a good idea

Brief: Team name

Platforms for Post-crisis Recovery

IDEA SHEET
Circle the brief you got

Build your argument

//. Challenges & next step
What are the barriers and how to continue.

//. How can this be funded
Think money

Pick a name for your team

There won’t be a prize

In a few short sentences

How will your solution benefit the individual

How will your solution benefit communities and socie�

2.

1.
Catchy idea tag-line

//.

BOSCO
THIRI AUNG
MOHAMMED

Idea explanation

Value for refugee 

Value for socie�



VISUALIZATION
Platforms for Post-crisis Recovery

//. Use this space to sketch out your idea, the dependencies or a journey map. Anything goes.
Our Concept Visualization



THOUGHTS
Platforms for Post-crisis Recovery

//. Use this space to gather your initial thoughts before turning to the group
Individual ideation



BOSCO
Platforms for Post-crisis Recovery

//. Brief
What we want you to work on

Bosco, 32, lives in Denver with his wife and five children. He has been working 
as dishwasher for a year and struggles to support his familiy finacially. He 
has a primary education and has worked as an unskilled day laborer in 
Congo since he was 14. Bosco speaks Kinyarwanda and Swahili fluently, is 
proficient in French, and speaks very basic English. He works long days and 
besides the people he meets at work he mostly meets with other refugees 
from Africa.

“I want to learn a vocational skill that I can use to get an entry level job. Eventually, I 
hope to increase my skills and thereby increase my income so that I can help pay for 
the education of my children.”

Task: Come up with one idea of how to empower Bosco to create 
opportunities for improved employment and the abili� to earn a 
living over time. 

Process
5 min individual ideation (Thoughts)
10 min sharing and discussions to pick one idea 
20 min developing of selected idea (Idea sheet & Visualization)
15 min testing your idea with your neighbour group. Modi� if needed.

Presentation
You will get 1 min to share your idea (1,2,3,4 on the Idea sheet) 

Please make sure we can read your notes and understand your idea even when you 
are not here to explain them to us. We are sure we will love your idea and hope to 
follow up and implement whatever good things that could come out of this work-
shop. Thanks in advance!



THIRI AUNG
Platforms for Post-crisis Recovery

//. Brief
What we want you to work on

Thiri Aung, 27, came to London half a year ago. She is a widow with two 
children, 3 and 4 yrs. She just got a job as dishwasher and is happy to earn 
her first salary. However, the job means long hours, including 2 hrs commuting 
each day, and she is very tired in the evenings. Thiri Aung has some second-
ary education and worked for six years as a waitress in a camp in Thailand. 
She speaks Burmese and some very basic English.

“As I am the sole caretaker of my children, ideally I want to find a job that allows 
some flexibili�. My dream is to start my own restaurant in my new neighborhood.”

Task: Come up with one idea of how to empower Thiri Aung to create 
opportunities for improved employment and the abili� to earn a 
living over time. 

Process
5 min individual ideation (Thoughts)
10 min sharing and discussions to pick one idea 
20 min developing of selected idea (Idea sheet & Visualization)
15 min testing your idea with your neighbour group. Modi� if needed.

Presentation
You will get 1 min to share your idea (1,2,3,4 on the Idea sheet) 

Please make sure we can read your notes and understand your idea even when you 
are not here to explain them to us. We are sure we will love your idea and hope to 
follow up and implement whatever good things that could come out of this work-
shop. Thanks in advance!



MOHAMMED
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//. Brief
What we want you to work on

Mohammed, 45, lives in NYC with his 8 year old son. His wife is still in a 
refugee camp in Iraq with two of his younger children. Mohammed escaped to 
the US half a year ago and has now managed to get his first job as a dish-
washer, which makes a huge di�erence in his abili� to support himself and 
his son. He has a Civil Engineering Degree and spent 15 years working for the 
Government of Syria as a civil engineer. He speaks Arabic and French fluently 
as well as some English. 

“I want to earn enough money to safely bring my wife and children to live with us 
here in the US. Down the line, I hope to be able to work as an engineer again.”

Task: Come up with one idea of how to empower Mohammed to 
create opportunities for improved employment and the abili� to earn 
a living over time. 

Process
5 min individual ideation (Thoughts)
10 min sharing and discussions to pick one idea 
20 min developing of selected idea (Idea sheet & Visualization)
15 min testing your idea with your neighbour group. Modi� if needed.

Presentation
You will get 1 min to share your idea (1,2,3,4 on the Idea sheet) 

Please make sure we can read your notes and understand your idea even when you 
are not here to explain them to us. We are sure we will love your idea and hope to 
follow up and implement whatever good things that could come out of this work-
shop. Thanks in advance!


